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DU BOIS, Simon.  The Advantage of a Good Name.  A Sermon
preached at the Funeral of Mr Simon Du Bois an eminent Painter, in the
Church of St Paul’s Covent-Garden, May the 26th 1708.  By Peter
Wagener, Rector of Stisted in Essex. 16pp., black ‘mourning’ border to
the title-page, and to the headers on each page. Old ink splash to the
margin of two leaves, and a little foxing.  Recent wrappers.
small 4to.  printed for Daniel Browne at the Black Swan and Bible
without Temple-Bar.  1708. £350.00

ESTC  T75470, 2 copies only (BL and Lambeth Palace).   I cannot find
a record on ESTC of another funeral sermon specifically addressed to a
painter.

Simon Du Bois or Dubois (1632, Antwerp – 1706, London), was a
portrait painter, of Flemish or Dutch origin, active in England from
1685 until his death.  From 1646 to 1653 Dubois lived in Haarlem,
where he was a pupil of Van Berchem and Wouwermans, and took to
painting horses and cattle pictures. In 1653 he travelled with his 13-year
older brother Eduard (1619-1696). Here Simon began his career as a
painter of small battle-pieces in the Italian fashion. In 1657 he was
active in Venice, in 1661 he was back in Rotterdam, but in 1667 he was
paid for a portrait he painted in Rome of Alexander VII.

[order or enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=30663573138&searchurl=sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dthe%2Badvantage%2Bgood%2Bname&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title12
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=30663573138


He gained a great reputation for his works in this style, and so nearly approached the manner of the great masters then in vogue, that he
was able to sell many of his pictures as their works, excusing himself on the ground that, if he put his own name to them, their merit
would never be recognised. He had a curious neat way of finishing his figures, which he also employed in portrait-painting; according to
Vertue he was induced to turn his hand to this by the advice of a lady friend.

He came to England in 1680, and was fortunate in securing the patronage and friendship of Lord-chancellor Somers, who sat to him for
his portrait and paid him liberally. James Elsum wrote an epigram on this portrait of the lord chancellor. Du Bois lived in Covent Garden
with his brother, and had plenty of practice, amassing considerable sums of money, which they hoarded together. Late in life, and after
his brother's death, about 1707, he married Sarah, daughter of William Van de Velde the younger, but only survived a year, dying in May
1708.

In his will, among legacies to his wife and relations, he left to Lord Somers "my father's and mother's pictures drawn by Van Dyke, and
my case of books and the books therein"; and further to his wife "the copper-plates of my father and mother, and the prints printed from
the same". These portraits by Vandyck were noted by Gustav Waagen as being in the collection of the Earl of Hardwicke at Wimpole
Hall, and were engraved by Cornelis Visscher.

Horace Walpole states that when his elder brother, Edward, died in 1699, "Simon, left without society, began to work for Vande velde,
and one day in a fit of generosity, offered to draw the portrait of his eldest daughter. This drew on a nearer acquaintance, and the old man
married her, but died in a year, leaving her his money, and a fine collection of pictures, and naming his patron, Lord Somers, executor; he
was buried May 26, 1708. His young widow married again, and dissipated the fortune and collection."

This funeral sermon is dedicated to Lord Somers - “Art seems to be under an eclipse by the loss of so great a Master, but your Lordship is
the most likely to restore her by the honours you have shewed to the Pencil.”



WALPOLE, Horace.  Anecdotes of Painting in England; with some
account of the principal artists; and incidental Notes on other Arts; 
collected by the late Mr George Vertue; and now digested and
published from his original mss. by Mr Horace Walpole.  The fourth
edition, with additions.   Five volumes. Contemporary calf with neat
repairs to the joints and head and tail of the spines.  Red morocco
title labels and black oval volume labels.  Some foxing, and later
ownership names on the inner boards.
8vo.  J. Dodsley.  1786.  £320.00

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238155861&searchurl=an%3Dwalpole%26kn%3D1786%26sortby%3D1&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title4
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238155861


~ A rare and unusual pattern book of particular use to hair workers, only 3 copies recorded ~ 

TERRY, Garnet.  A Complete Round of Cyphers for the Use of Engravers, Painters, Sculptors, Jewellers,
Hair Workers, Enamellers, Pattern-Drawers, &c.  Consisting of six hundred examples for the forming of
cyphers of every denomination.  Designed and engraved by Garnet Terry.    Engraved title-page with
vignette, 25 plates of cyphers (numbered 2-26), and one unnumbered plate of coronets.  A rather dusty
copy, especially to the title-page and the final plate.  Although there are some other marks the plates are
generally clean.   Contemporary calf backed marbled boards.  The boards are rubbed and worn, but the
backstrip and joints are sound. 
4to.  printed for the Proprietors Bowles & Carver. No. 69 St Paul’s Church Yard.  Just published Terrys
Allegorical Hair Devices containing 200 elegant subjects, Price 7s. 6d.  c1795.

ESTC T162628, 3 copies only, Cambridge;  UCLA and Yale. This is only the second copy I have seen, the
last one (now at Yale Center for British Art) was sold some 15 years ago.

    £850.00

[Order / Enquire] 

~ A rare and unusual pattern book of particular use to ‘hair workers’ - for whom Terry also announces on
the title-page his recently published work, ‘Allegorical Hair Devices’.  Advertisements for jewellery with
devices, mottoes, and cyphers, incorporating hair, began to proliferate, especially in America, in the later
18th century.  For example, in 1793 Samuel Folwell of Philadelphia advertised that he would instruct his
students in “that curious  Art of working Devices in human Hair, in which he has long had professional
Practice in this City...and those who discover a natural Propensity to this polite Art, no Attention shall be
wanting, to enable them to delineate Nature in every striking Form.”  The use of hair in jewellery was
almost like a relic, and the incorporation of a cypher would have been an essential feature of such a
personal memento. 

Garnet Terry (1744-1817), testified as a witness in an Old Bailey trial in 1776, and again as an expert
witness at a number of trials for forgery between 1798 and 1805, stating in 1799 that 'I am the engraver
employed by the Governor and Company of the Bank of England, I engrave the plates for the one and
two pound notes'.  He also published a number of satirical prints in the 1770's.

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238164084&searchurl=an%3Dterry%26kn%3D1795%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title18
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238164084


WESTMINSTER HALL.  An Act for further amending and enlarging the Powers of an Act of the Forty-sixth Year of His present Majesty, for
consolidating and rendering more effectual the several Acts for the Purchase of Buildings, and further Improvement of the Streets and Places
near to Westminster Hall and the Two Houses of Parliament.  14pp., engraved plan.  Some slight foxing, disbound.
folio.  London: 21st June 1810.    £45.00

~ Clearances of buildings in the Parliament Square area took place in 1810 in order to create the railed grass area to the north of St
Margaret’s Church. 

WYATT, Lewis William.  A signature clipped from a letter, which concludes “... Sir Warwick - give my kind regards to him and believe me...
yours very sincerely, W. Wyatt.”
90mmx 112mm.  c1820.         £20.00 + vat

~ Lewis William Wyatt (1777—1853) was a British architect, a nephew of both Samuel and James Wyatt of the Wyatt family of
architects, who articled with each of his uncles and began practice on his own about 1805. He is known primarily for the English country
houses he designed, which include restoring and altering Lyme Park and Heaton Park.



LAPORTE, John. A suite of four large etched views, the final one with contemporary hand-colouring.  Stitched as issued in original plain paper
wrappers.  Scarce.

oblong folio.  231mm x 325mm. Published Jan. 1st, 1812 by G. Testolini, 73 Cornhill, London. £175.00 

~ The plates depict:
Near Hanwell, Middlesex. /Near Kingston, Surry. / At Norwood, Surry. / At Wellyn in Hertfordshire. 

[Order or Enquire] 

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=13377231165&searchurl=an%3Dlaporte%26sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dviews&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title2
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=13377231165


HUBARD GALLERY, Liverpool.  ‘Procrastination is the Thief of
Time’.  Everybody has been, or is going, to the Hubard Gallery, 28,
Middle of Lord Street.
130mm x 190mm. [Liverpool]: Riddick & Kerr [1824].

Single sheet printed on one side, tipped onto an album leaf.  Small ink
burn with slight hole.

          £95.00 + vat

~ William James Hubard (1809-1862) was born in
Whitchurch, Shropshire.  His maternal grandfather was
Reinhardt, a celebrated German sculptor.  At about the age of 7
he began to display precocious artistic talent, and in 1822, at
the age of 13 he appeared publicly in Ramsgate as a portraitist.
His debut was attended by the Duchess of Kent and members
of the royal family including Princess Victoria, most of whom
had their portrait painted by the child prodigy.  

He became something of a sensation, and travelled throughout Britain; while in Liverpool he attracted the attention of newly-arrived
visitors from America. In the same year, 1824, he sailed for New York, landing just after the arrival of General Lafayette.  Even though
the young artist had only a brief glimpse of the general, he produced from recollection a remarkable likeness which was then displayed in
his gallery.  This handbill, produced to accompany his Liverpool exhibition, says that “a faithful likeness in bust, with a frame and galss,
may now be had for one shilling, or with highly finished drapery, 2s.6d to 5s.6d.,” also “portraits of horses, dogs, &c, plain or elegantly
bronzed.” 

[Order / Enquire ]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238161387&searchurl=an%3Dhubard%26kn%3D1824%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238161387


PERROT, Aristide Michel.  Manuel Élementaire pour la Construction et le Dessin des Cartes Géographiques... a l'usage de ceux qui enseignent
ou qui veulent apprendre la géographie par le moyen du dessin.  iv, 258pp., 7 folding platees (one hand-coloured).  Some foxing, but a good
copy bound in contemporary half black roan, gilt lettered spine, marbled boards.  Head of the spine chipped. Scarce.
12mo.  Paris, Roret, Libraire, Rue Hautefeuille.  1830.    £120.00 

~ Aristide Michel Perrot (1793-1879), French geographer, and cartographer, who specialized in miniature maps that appear in numerous
French atlases. 

[Order or Enquire] 

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31097294910&searchurl=an%3Dperrot%26sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dmanuel%2Bcartes&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title20
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31097294910


PERROT, Aristide Michel. Manuel du Graveur ou Traité Complet de l'Art de la Graveur en tous genres. D'apres les renseignements fournis par
plusieurs artistes, et rédigé par A.M. Perrot. [4], 255, [1]p., half-title., large folding table, four folding engraved plates. First edition. A very
good copy bound in full contemporary tree calf, gilt decorated spine with black morocco label. Slight wear to foot of the spine and the corners.
12mo. Paris, Roret, Libraire, Rue Hautefeuille.  1830.    £120.00

~ WorldCat records 3 copies (Cambridge, Senate House, Sheffield).    

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238158253&searchurl=an%3Dperrot%26kn%3D1830%26sortby%3D1&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title14
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238158253


MAINWARING, Rowland.  Instructive Gleanings, Moral and Scientific, from the best
writers, on painting and drawing; arranged as a book of reference to the pupil and
amateur; and containing much information for professional students. [8], viii, 169pp.,
lithograph portrait frontispiece with pink tissue guard.  A very good uncut copy bound in
original linen backed boards with paper spine label. Some foxing, particularly to the
frontispiece.  Scarce.  Later ownership inscription. 
8vo.  Meyler.  Bath.  1832. £165.00

~ An anthology of writings by Reynolds, du Fresnoy, Richardson, Opie, Gilpin, et
al., arranged by subject.  Mainwaring had been a naval officer for 37 years, but in
‘these monotonous times of peace’, with ‘an unwilling retirement to half-pay’, had
time for such a work.

[Order or Enquire] 

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=30007417709&searchurl=an%3Dmainwaring%26sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dgleanings&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=30007417709


IBBETSON, Julias Caesar.  An interesting example of a student using J.C. Ibbetson’s work Process of Tinted Drawing.  It is a sepia wash
drawing of a riverside rural scene.  On the reverse is written “3rd Lesson, March 23rd, [18]53.  Blot on water should not have been copied.”  The
backing sheet is lettered ‘Process of Drawing, by Ibbotson.’ There are small pin holes on the backing sheet where another picture was attached to
the reverse by threads.
163mm x 220mm.  1853.      £60.00

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238158254&searchurl=an%3Dibbetson%26kn%3D1853%2B%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238158254


EVANS, A.E. & SONS.   The Fine Art Circular and Print Collector's Manual.  Catalogue of
Nearly Six Thousand Etchings and Engravings by Artists of every School and Period,
comprising the Best Examples of Every Eminent Engraver... to the present time. [2], 260,
[4], 50, [4]pp notes on sales of prints.  Contemporary half red morocco, marbled boards,
rather rubbed with wear to the corners, and some occasional foxing.  Old clear tape to the
corners.  The first title bears the date in ink '1858', the title to the appendix carries a printed
date   Copac records Oxford, V & A, and the B.L. only.
8vo.  A.E.Evans & Sons 403 Strand. [1858].      £95.00

~ An extensive print dealer's catalogue giving the 'size and price of each print, and
references to the works of those authors who have made the art of engraving their
study'. With an appendix ' Consisting of a Catalogue Raisonnee of Nearly 400 prints
unknown to Bartsch'.  Full of irresistible bargains, e.g. Durer's 'Adam and Eve, a
brilliant impression, and in perfect state of preservation, very rare, £10 10s' & John
Martin's 'The Fall of Babylon, most brilliant proof before any letters, £3 3s' etc.

[Order or Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31097287917&searchurl=sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dfine%2Bart%2Bcircular&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title16
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31097287917


 ~ His wife taking photography lessons in 1858 ~ 

BARTHOLOMEW, Valentine.  Autograph letter signed, to Mrs Montague, saying he will
attend to her commission when he has the right pencil, discussing family health matters,
and his wife’s hard work at photography, for which she appears to be taking lessons. 
Two pages, dated, written from 23 Charlotte Street.
175mm x 110mm. 15 October 1858.     £75.00 + vat

~ Valentine Bartholomew (1799-1879), Flower Painter in Ordinary to the Queen, 
married Anne Charlotte Fayerman, a flower and miniature painter, in 1840.  He
mainly worked in pencil, with watercolour, and needed to obtain a fresh supply
before starting this commission.   Between 1821 and 1827, he worked for and
lived with the lithographer Charles Hullmandel, whose daughter Adelaide he
married at the end of this period. She died in January 1839, and the next year, he
married Ann Charlotte Turnbull (d. 1862), an author and flower and miniature
painter.  She was a founding member of the Society of Female Artists, after
petitioning the Royal Academy to open its schools to women.

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238159591&searchurl=an%3Dvalentine%26kn%3D1858%2Bmontague%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238159591


DICKSEE, J.R.  The School Perspective: being a progressive course of instruction in linear perspective both theoretical and practical.  Specially
designed for the use of schools. Second edition.  xiv, [2], 79, [1], 24pp adverts., preliminary advert leaf.,  frontispiece, 40 plates and 24
diagrams in the text.  A very good copy in original gilt lettered green cloth, some slight foxing. 
8vo. Simpkin, Marshall and Co. [c1867]. £95.00 

[Order or Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=22460278775&searchurl=kn%3Ddicksee%26sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dthe%2Bschool%2Bperspective&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title7
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=22460278775


 PENISTONE WESLEYAN SCHOOL.  Catalogue of Views in the Royal
Academy of Arts and Curiosities. Admission One Penny Each.  N.B. It is
particularly requested that visitors will not touch. A broadside listing 53
exhibits, with each artist’s name or initials. It also notes that there are
“various other curiosities.”  Central fold, in very good condition.
264mm x 207mm. Ellis Printer of Penistone.  c1875?        £65.00

~ Artists named include J. Screw, Waterman, Shallot, Steele,
Russet, T. Eyer, S. Wire. Possibly an exhibition by pupils at the
school?  Other paintings are by “an old Master”, “Art Critic”, and
“the Directors”.  The 'New Wesleyan Chapel' in Penistone, opened
in 1873, and also had a school room. 

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238160500&searchurl=an%3Dpenistone%26kn%3D1875%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238160500


HANCOCK, E. Campbell.  The Amateur Pottery and Glass Painter: with directions for gilding,
burnishing, bronzing and groundlaying.  Illustrated with chromo-lithographs, fac-similes from the
Sketch Book of N.H.J. Westlake., and numerous woodcuts.  With an appendix. [Second edition]. 
xvi, 213, [1]p., 2 chromolithograph plates, and numerous black and white plates and text
illustrations. A good copy bound in later full dark blue crushed morocco. Gilt centre-piece and
corner decoration. 
8vo.  W.H. Allen and Co.  c1880.       £60.00

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=30833705432&searchurl=sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dglass%26kn%3D1880%26an%3Dhancock&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title2
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=30833705432


LETHABY, W.R.  Leadwork, Old and Ornamental, and for the most part English.  First edition.  Blind-stamped ‘presentation copy’ on the title-
page. viii, 148, [4]pp adverts., half-title., 76 text illustrations. Spine slightly sunned but a very good copy in original linen cloth.
8vo.  Macmillan and Co.  1893.      £65.00 

[Order, or Enquire] 

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31097287916&searchurl=an%3Dlethaby%26sortby%3D1%26tn%3Dleadwork&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title3
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31097287916


FURNITURE.  Three original watercolour designs for chairs by Schmit & Co., Rue de
Charonne, Paris. The single sheet, on card,  is headed ‘Petit Salon’ and bears the firm’s
stamp at the bottom, dated February 1896.  Very slightly dusty, but in good condition.
460mm x 315mm.  1898. £65.00 + vat

~ The firm was founded in 1818, and by the 1870's had gathered a team of
prestigious interior decorators, cabinet-makers, sculptors, upholsterers, joiners,
furniture makers, bronze makers, whose international reputation was based on
period furniture making and reproduction.  They received a Gold Medal at The
Exposition Universelle of 1889 in Paris.

[Order or Enquire] 

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=18180207520&searchurl=sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dwatercolours%2Bchairs&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title3
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=18180207520


REEVES & SONS LTD. An original Reeves and sons artists’ materials folder containing twelve samples of Reeves coloured stencil paper. 
Folder just a little worn at spine, but a very good clean copy. Scarce. 
220mm x 140mm. Reeves and Sons. c1900. £45.00

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238160502&searchurl=sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dfolder%26kn%3D1900%26an%3Dreeves&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238160502


WHITE, Mary.  Basket-Making at Home. First edition. 211, [1], [12]pp
adverts., frontispiece, 11 plates, and 47 text diagrams.  A good copy in later,
but not recent, cloth.
8vo. C. Arthur Pearson Ltd.  1904.      

£30.00

“... the delicate intricacies or dainty fascination of the cane and raffia
basket work, which we in our civilisation are learning to copy, still at
a great distance, from the dusky, deft-fingered Indian women of
North and South America.”

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238155862&searchurl=an%3Dmary%2Bwhite%26kn%3D1904%2Bhome%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title2
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238155862


BRITISH & DOMINIONS SCHOOL OF DRAWING LTD.  Six original lesson books, How to Draw, Drawing from Memory, Perspective, Pen
Work, Shading, Proportions of the Body.  Each 16pp, with text illustrations.  Very good in original decorative wrappers.  Together with ‘How an
Artist Works’, told by Lawson Wood, a 16pp illustrated oblong 4to pamphlet issued by the School.  Scarce.
300mm x 237mm, and 244mm x 305mm.  c1930.       

£50.00

~ The British & Dominions School of Drawing Ltd is known to have operated in the first half of the 20th century. It offered correspon-
dence courses in different types of drawing, and students submitted their drawings for marking by the school's staff. Each of the books
contains blank sections headed ‘student notes’.   WorldCat records just the V & A holding examples drawing books from this series, and
it is unclear whether it also has the Lawson Wood pamphlet.

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238160503&searchurl=sortby%3D17%26tn%3Ddrawing%26kn%3D1930%26an%3Ddominions&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238160503


MORRISON, Albert.  Some Desiderata in Etching.  First edition. 49pp + adverts., 14 plates. A very good copy in original decorative cloth, spine
sunned.  Scarce.
8vo. Gowans and Gray, Ltd. 1931.     £15.00

ELLIS, E.T.  Paperboard Packet and Cardboard Box Manufacture.  A practical and exhaustive treatise intended to meet the requirements of
manufacturers and traders.  First edition. xvi, 361pp + adverts., 204 detailed diagrams.  A near fine copy in original dark blue gilt lettered cloth. 
Scarce.
8vo. Crosby, Lockwood & Son.  1931. £20.00

SANDERSON Lining Papers, 1934. [4], 28 pages of sample tinted papers, [6]pp
adverts.  A very good copy in original card covers. Some pen strokes to the inner
covers, otherwise very clean.
92mm x 142mm.  Sanderson.  1934.     

£40.00

[Order / Enquire]

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238162375&searchurl=kn%3Dsanderson%2B1934%26sortby%3D1&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp2-_-title1
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238162375


SPENBOROUGH HOUSING.  Spenborough Council, West Riding of Yorkshire  -  schedules for joinery work in building houses. 4 bundles of
documents, each with butterfly clip, for different styles of housing.  They form bill of quantities, form of tender, and schedule of prices, with
prices added in pencil. Some dustiness, but in good condition.  They were issued by A. Rothera, Architect & Surveyor, Cleckheaton Town Hall.
c1921

£45.00

NOVA ESTATE HOUSES. Birstall Council, nr Leeds, Yorkshire.  107 sheets of original typed schedules for building houses on the Nova
Estate.  They include specification sheets, tender forms, carpenters estimates, with prices added in pencil.  Some are from Norman Culley,
Architect, Huddersfield.  Some dustiness, and loose sheets,  but in good condition.
c1920-1923. £45.00

~ In 1919 Birstall’s urban district council made various attempts to purchase land outside its own area, all of which failed. This prompted
them to explore other avenues of acquiring land and resulted in the purchase of a 25 acre plot by Church Street. Construction of the Nova
Estate began in 1920 and by 1922, seventy dwellings had been constructed, a further sixty nine houses, were erected between 1923 and
1926, all being built by local crafts men. This was the start of mass housing within the Birstall area.



THE QUICKDRAW, Technical Drawing Device.  An
ingenious precision instrument designed to assist either
the professional or amateur in the production of line
drawing, sketching and electrical wiring diagrams. It
consists of a ‘transparent template’ or pantograph fitted
to the base board of the folder.  Complete with ‘symbols
stencil’, protractor, drawing paper, instruction sheet, and
folded leaflet.  In very good condition.
350mm x 350mm.  The Quickdraw Company Ltd. 
c1940.                              £60.00

[Order / Enquire]

CHICK’S OWN Puzzle and Picture Book.  Riddles, Puzzles, Pictures to Paint. 16pp.  Very good copy in original wrappers.  Two puzzles have
been completed.
118mm x 160mm.  The Amalgamated Press Ltd.  c1940.     £25.00

FARRAR, J.  The Circus Paint Book.  Sixteen pages each featuring a large circus themed picture to colour in with a smaller ‘colour guide’ –
coloured version of the image in the top corner. Next to the colour image on each page there is a four-line verse about that picture and also a hint
for painting it – how to mix colours, keep changing your water etc. The inside of the front cover has similar hints on mixing colours.  Original
decorative covers in near fine condition.
310mm x 220mm.  The Children’s Press. c1955.      £20.00

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=31238158256&searchurl=kn%3Dquickdraw%2Btechnical%2B%26sortby%3D17&cm_sp=snippet-_-srp1-_-title2
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/servlet/AskBooksellerQuestion?reftype=B&refnum=31238158256

